This allows the wearer to take up the stretch in the leather as it occurs.

**Leonardo Strassi, Ltd.**, represented by Grant Robbins Company, Inc., has imported and domestic mens' wear.

**Stylist Shoe Company** features an extensive line of monk strap golf shoes and injected molded shoes with Tungsten spikes. The Stylist line is totally Corfam and priced from $35 to $49.

**Stylo Matchmakers International, Inc.**, makes rainwear. An extensive line of monk strap golf shoes and injected molded shoes with Tungsten spikes. The Stylist line is totally Corfam and priced from $35 to $49.

**Sweet Swinger, Inc.**, offers skirts, culottes, bermudas, blouses, sweaters, polyester and cotton tops, shifts and pantshifts.

**Swellwear, Inc.**, represented by John Van Nortwick, makes rainwear.

**Tal Tane Mfg. Company**, represented by Grant Robbins Company, Inc., has rainwear, umbrellas and jackets.

**Tambour, Inc.**, from John Van Nortwick and Associates, offers ladies' wind and rain hats.

**Donald M. Temple** represents **Leon Levin Sons**, **Paxton Sportswear**, **Herman Phillips, Ltd.**, and **Lynn James sweaters**.

**Texace Corp.** features men's golf caps of **Galey & Lord's** two-ply polyester/cotton poplin with Scotchgard finish. Caps have an unbreakable visor, DuPont Reemay front and side panels and NoSwett sweatbands. Texace offers bucket hats in the same fabric with woven eyelets, multi-stripe ribbon bands and pliable brims. The company also will display its complete line of women's golf headwear.

**Thomson Trousers**, represented by Greg Draddy, features Comflex doubleknits in a range of colors (from $25 to $35 retail), warped knits in stripes and prints (retail price $20 to $25) and woven texturized polyester slacks in solids and patterns ($20 to $25). Among the styling features are Western pockets, extension waistbands and flare or conventional legs.

**Thorlo, Inc.**, represented by Grant Robbins Company, Inc., has socks and hats.

**Town Talk Mfg. Company** introduces its Dacron and rayon stretch knit caps for men in a choice of four colors with large peak and adjustable back closure in wide or narrow stripes. The cap retails for $3.25 with a club emblem or $3 without. Town Talk also makes a wide variety of headwear for both men and women.

**John Van Nortwick and Associates**, represent **A & B Glove Company**, **Better Made Headwear Div. of Stetson Hats**, **Everett Knitting Company's** headwear, **Gyro Club Corp.** putters, **Knitcraft** baby llama and alpaca sweaters, **Swellwear, Inc.**, rainwear, **Well-Made Pants** for men, **Da-Rue of California** ladies' sportswear, **Gean-Edwards hosiery**, **Ethel of Beverly Hills** women's sweaters, **Edwards of California** mens' wear, **Fairfield-Noble Zio** and **Brookvalley Distributions** women's shells and sportswear and his own **Tambour, Inc.**, ladies' wind and rain hats.

**Varela Slacks, Inc.**, represented by Ernie Sabayrac, features pure wool doubleknit sport coats and slacks. Slacks are available in a juddard or plain weave.

In addition, doubleknit slacks in wool or a wool polyester blend are offered. Featured are rainbow stripe slacks in a blend of silk and wool. Varela also offers the Wildshire model slack with a wide waist band and side buckle.

**The Voyager** offers ladies' tops, slacks, three styles of culottes, dresses and dresses with shorts and pant suits. Three polyester groups are featured in mini-checks, multi-stripes and solids.

**Weinbrenner Shoe Corp.**, represented by Grant Robbins Company, features **Mulligans** and **Lady Mulligans** shoes and a simulated reptile shoe with cushion collar padding around the top line.


**E.T. Wright**, represented by Great Lakes Ball Company, has golf shoes.

**Accessories**

**Allsop Automatic, Inc.** offers the **Shoe-In Valet** and **Shoe-In Trawler** which flatten the sole, straighten the upper, allow proper drying and prevent mildew, rotting and cracking.

**Brandell Products Corp.** offers the **Swing Trainer** which clicks to indicate point of contact. Brandell has electric putting cups, club cleaning kits and ball market kits.

**Eastern Golf Company** offers golf ball pickers, tee-off mats, wooden and rubber tees, ball dispensers and washers, practice changes, scorekeepers, flags, spikes and cup setters.

**Fable of Florida, Inc.**, introduces **Fealit** sportsman's hand conditioner, a money clip enameled with the club emblem and a tie tac also with the club emblem. Also in the Fable line are club emblem key chains and car badges enameled on brass.

**Gold Crest, Ltd.**, offers crests for sweaters and caps, crested jewelry and blazers, enamel badges, crested glassware, framed trophy crests and desk name plaques. In addition a line of displays are offered which include a shield, a crown, a knight and an armory display.

**Kristal Kraft** makes **Club Kit** re-finishing kit for woods which includes **Mira-Spray** in walnut, mahogany, Wilson red and black stains. The company also handles **Minute-Man Epoxy** for woods repair, **Pro- Shaft Sealer**, **Mira-Dip** and **Mira-Strip** finish remover.

**Edwin W. Lane Company** makes **Creative Awards**, a line of golfing prizes and awards.

**Miller Golf Company** features their **Custom Deluxe** golf bag tags with DYMO embossed taper personalization. They come in round, shield or rectangular shapes. Also offered are the **Club Crest Coasters**.

**Reliable of Milwaukee** introduces two new styles in its line of **Club Sox** acrylic knit headcovers. First is the **Country Club Sox** detailed with golf Roman numerals and available in 10 colors.
eight colors. Also new is the Americana Club Sox in red, white and blue. Reliable features a variety of headcovers in a wide range of colors.

Scott Mfg. Company features a line of golf bag covers of canvas duck which are mildew and water repellent. They are available in 10 colors and can be personalized with a silk-screened club emblem. Scott also offers practice range bags, par shot Hags and shoe bags.

Sports Novelties offers a line of personalized novelties of all kinds. Included in the line are Golf Ball Marker Key Chains and golf jewelry.

Dick Watson offers a line of personalized golf gifts which features the Ball Combo, a combination tee, ball and caddie marker. Also offered is a full line of personalized pencils.

Atlantic Golf Equipment Company makes a line of pro shop supplies, range equipment and ball pickers.

Datono Products Div., Dayton Stencil Works, will feature the Datono Regal plastic golf bag tags which come in a variety of sizes, shapes and colors and can be individually tailored to each pro’s requirements. In addition, Datono offers golf signs and tee markers.

DeVac, Inc., offers the Assistant Pro teaching device for both class and individual instruction.

Display Creations introduces its Chromodular equipment, a modular system of ⅜-inch square tubing in polished chrome for creation of display cubes, stands and complete shelving arrangements. All components are fitted without tools or screws. All units are available in a large variety of sizes and shapes.

Golf Specialties offers a complete line of merchandise and supplies for the pro shop. Included in the line are club tabs, club cleaners and name tags.

Hornung’s Pro Golf Sales, Inc., introduces their wood and iron cleaning machine, the Combination Club Cleaner. It features a nylon rotary brush and stationary back-up brush, a stainless steel shaft which will not rust and an aluminum tank and cover. A heating element for the water is extra.

National Golf Foundation

Sports Computer Corp. features the Golf Handy-Capper which computes a handicap after each round in 10 seconds. In addition, it will correct for different course ratings and keep a permanent record.

Teleos Industries Corp. offers the Galaxy T10 golf cage, featuring a thermo-sized netting which retains its shape and character. Also offered is the Fairway Swinger, an indoor-outdoor golf practice mat.

Wittek Golf Range Supply Company, Inc., offers equipment and supplies for clubs, country clubs and pro shops.

Whatever your range needs . . .

Wittek has it!

Whether you’re interested in equipment for indoor or outdoor driving ranges, miniature golf courses, par-3 courses or items for resale, the place to look first is Wittek.

Our new full-color catalog is crammed with 55 pages of the very latest in golf balls, markers, clubs, retrievers, tees, golf bags, mats, obstacles, pails, ball washers, grips, ball pickers, nets and hundreds of other values that are of need to the range, golf course and miniature operator.

If you haven’t received your 1971 Wittek catalog, write today, and see everything that is new and different, and how Wittek can save you money and provide you with a convenient one-spot buying source.

In addition to golf equipment that will streamline your operation for greater profits, Wittek also offers many related items such as baseball pitching machines, indoor/outdoor carpeting, distinctive furniture and a variety of display racks for the progressive operator.

WRITE DEPT. AH FOR 1971 CATALOG

If you haven’t received your 1971 Wittek catalog, write today, and see every-thing that is new and different, and how Wittek can save you money and provide you with a convenient one-spot buying source.

In addition to golf equipment that will streamline your operation for greater profits, Wittek also offers many related items such as baseball pitching machines, indoor/outdoor carpeting, distinctive furniture and a variety of display racks for the progressive operator.

WRITE DEPT. AH FOR 1971 CATALOG

GOLF RANGE SUPPLY CO., INC.
3650 AVONDALE AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 60618

World's largest selection of range balls.

Whatever your needs are in price, construction, finish or striping, Wittek has the range ball for you. Including: conventional range balls in all compressions, solid, floaters, yellow, striped or branded.

World's largest manufacturer and distributor.
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